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Special thanks goes to BibleGateway. This is a tremendous resource for any student of the
Bible. This site provides invaluable assistance through readily available versions of the Holy
Bible in an easy to access format.
BibleGateway was used as a readyathand quick reference when I needed to jump from
scripture to scripture atwill.
Any reader interested in utilizing BibleGateway can access it online at:
https://www.biblegateway.com/
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What you are about to read is a conversation that I had over the course of three
days with a genuine false messiah that was convinced that he could recruit me
into worshiping him.

This conversation rolled on for three days. After the first day, the Lord impressed upon
me to save the conversation for a page. There are many false messiahs out there 
some are well versed in the Bible, and other not so much. You will see where this
particular messiah falls in that spectrum.
There are several things to watch for in this exchange.
First, notice the opening that was used. He started this conversation under the guise of
asking for help. This is a common tactic to get a foot in the door.
Second, you will see an absolute persistence that I accept what he is trying to sell.
Also, you will see that he continues to push even after he is called out. It is not until the
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very end  when I demand that he prove his powers  that he finally left the
conversation.

Notice the use of the the words such as god, lord and religious  yet not once would he
claim the salvation of the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. The wheels for our messiah in
waiting began to really fall off when I asked for his testimony. Our testimony for Christ
is the single most powerful personal weapon we have. This is for one reason alone 
our testimony cannot be argued.
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The testimony of the believer is what separates us from every other adherent to every
other religion. Our testimony is what proves that Jesus Christ is truly who he says he is.
It is the ironclad proof of his love.
Our would be messiah used the name of Jesus, but only in an effort to salvage a
conversation that was dying. Even then, it was to declare that he was performing
miracles that "only the prophet Jesus could do" (Yes, he really said "the prophet
Jesus").
He also went to the trusted standby that Satan always uses  insults, name calling and
"don't judge".
However, one of the sneakiest tactics that Satan will employ is the only one he had left.
Our messiah decided to pull out the secret knowledge card.
This particular tactic involves throwing out the possibility that false messiah has a secret
knowledge that proves they alone have the truth. In the case of our false messiah, he
decided to rest on what he referred to as "7 or 8 signs of a prophet". The person
pushing the false doctrine will declare that their target is missing some revolutionary
knowledge. This is designed to illicit an emotional response, introduce doubt in the
mind of the target, and get the target to take the bait.
In the case of our false messiah, he tried a number of times to declare that "but smart
guys whats the 78 signs of the prophet since u dont know dont judge me".
I asked him several times if this actually works for him. However, since this was all that
he had left, he decided to persist with it.
"if u dont know the signs when the prophet comes then dont u discriminate me at least i
know the signs fake preacher that dont even know the signs"
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This occurred several more times.
Our false messiah was attempting to take the high ground. To do this, his goal was to
open the conversation to signs from a false religion, which was meant to put it on equal
footing with the faith of Jesus Christ  or he wanted to introduce something he literally
pulled out of thin air.
Either way, it was not going to happen. Instead, after he tried this tactic a few times, I
opened up the Word and hit him with multiple scriptures that set the actions and
activities of the false prophet. Not only this, but when I questioned him earlier on these
signs he was touting, and asked who declared him a "prophet"  he simply ignored
those questions in favor of something that was more to his comfort.
That brings us to the next point  never let a false prophet off the hook.
Confusion is a popular tactic. So is ignoring the things they cannot defend. That is
what happened in this conversation as well. When I asked a question or presented a
point that cut to the heart of what he was doing, he simply side stepped what I had said
in an effort to get me off point.
When you find yourself in such a conversation, never hesitate to bring the person back
to something they want to avoid. Our false prophet tried this with me on the "7 or 8
signs" tactic  until I broke out actual scripture. However, when I pressed him he punted
in favor of insults again.
That was until the very last, when the time came to finish off his efforts. You see, at the
heart of every false messiah, false prophet and false doctrine is a singular issue.
Proof.
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It is what separates the believers from everybody else. It was the one thing he could
not provide. Every tactic, every twist of the tongue  every lie  these are all laid bare
when the false messiah and false prophet are called to put their money where their
mouths are. By the time the end of this exchange came, he had covered so much
ground in an effort to "prove" he had the powers of God, that he really had no where to
go when I demanded that he prove his words.
As I said earlier  lean in and press on their weaknesses. Expose their lies by asking
the obvious questions. This is what I did after he ran out of gas at the posting of the
scriptures that showed him false. I was able to call him out on the lie of the "7 or 8
signs", and demanded proof of his powers.
Once I fired the kill shot he was never the same.
Guess he wasn't ready to prove that he could do what he wanted me to worship. I told
him to put up or shut up.
He chose to shut up, and ended up blocking me within two minutes of my finishing off
his last pillar, the signs that proved him a prophet.
At any rate, take your time with the conversation here. Ask yourself what our false
prophet is actually saying, and what the natural response should be. Look at what is
said and see how you would respond.
Never let yourself get caught up in the conversation, and never get in a hurry. You can
always slow it down and keep it on your terms. Remember this always:
They came looking for you. They aren't going anywhere, so make them wait.
In the name of our blessed Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
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______________________________________________________________________
Steve is the name of our false prophet. Here is the conversation:
Steve
hey what can u tell me about the angel of death someone from Isreal says it sounds like
thats who i am since i see signs of death surrounding my soul
Wednesday
12/24, 5:58am

Richard Kenrick LS
Well, I am fairly confident that you are not him. He is just a bit older than you.
Here is some reading for you:
http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/5018deathangelof
DEATH, ANGEL OF  JewishEncyclopedia.com
www.jewishencyclopedia.com
Complete contents the 1906 Jewish Encyclopedia.
12/24, 6:04am
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Steve
why does every one die around me n its like my fault
coinsidences in my music sayin things i said cross out criss cross then he died i said the
djs where next and 3 of them died immediatly, i said bang bang boom and the boston
bombing happened 2 days later
i asked the ne pa police for help gettin harrassed they wouldnt help and one of them got
shot, a doctor wouldnt help me he got into a car accident rite after that, someone
wanted to fight me one night n he died that nite
ferguson shooting happened on my best friends last name street
im really worried
god is doing things thru me
i passed on the signs of the prophet execpt 2 sons i had a miscarrige though, theres like
8 signs
i moved storms too
only the prophet jesus can move storms i hit CA FL NO N NY on putpose
hurricaines that is
its crazy i know its hard to believe
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but i think it and it just happens
its insane
i was the first person to think there was nukes in north korea when i was 18
would god give signs of his prophet thru death?
not just storms
bible says only jesus can move storms the devil cant
and i have i dont get it
i can also read minds
i read a cops mind n freaked him out
i take meds to get rid of that cause some peoples thoughts are outragous
12/24, 6:24am

Richard Kenrick LS
That's a lot of territory to cover. I will sum it up like this  the Lord alone sets the timing
of death. It is never based on another person. However, Satan is always quick to
exploit us. He will influence our words and thoughts, with the goal of setting certain
beliefs in our hearts. Everything you have described is textbook oppression. You have
not caused others to die, nor have you moved storms or caused other things to happen.
Satan will introduce thoughts into our minds, thoughts on things he knows are coming.
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When they happen, he introduces these exact thoughts  "did I do that?" Then he will
whisper "yes". The goal is to twist you inside, to keep you from seeking the truth of the
Lord. This happens more than most realize. For every death and disaster, there will be
100 people that Satan has convinced that they are the cause, or that they have
prophetic powers. The goal is to keep you from seeking the Lord, and thinking that you
have some sort of "god power".
Good news, brother  it's not you killing others. That is the normal course of life. It is
simply the devil trying to drag you further down a road that ends in your destruction.
You're not reading minds either. Satan deploys what the Bible calls "familiar spirits".
Long story short, Satan knows what occurs in our minds. So, he will speak those things
to us, if there is a weakness in us that this will exploit. It goes back to making us believe
that we have the power of God. If we have God's power, then we don't seek God. We
don't have such powers, but the purpose is served  we perish because we thought we
had the power ourselves.
No, you are not reading minds. Satan wants you to think you can. So, he tells you what
certain folks are thinking. The result is what we see here. You are believing that you
have actual power. Here is the thing  once he has used you to the point that you no
longer serve his purposes, he will throw you away like trash. All of a sudden, every
power you thought you had  gone. That makes the damage worse. That is when
thoughts of failure and ending comes. Almost always ends in suicide.
12/24, 6:24am
Richard Kenrick LS
Back in a bit.
12/24, 6:24am
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Steve
ok
i swear i made a deal with god to move superstorm sandy on land if the hospital sent
me away for sayin i was a prophet and the storm turned to land n put a dot on my town
then moved back north
and others jus fighting gangs with rain n hurricaines, i really have i swear to god im not
kidding
i know its hard to believe
but i swear on god i jus thought of where i wanted the storm to land or create them i
have no joke its unexplainable i guess
12/24, 7:43am

Richard Kenrick LS
I know you're not kidding. In your eyes it will look exactly as you have described.
However, the devil has been playing this same game with people for 6,000 years. It is
always the same, only the scenery changes.
The person is absolutely certain that things happened because of them. However, the
same story always emerges afterwards. That person eventually finds the Lord, and He
begins the process of revealing to them the differences in the voices inside their head,
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and the "feelings" that they have. They begin to see that what they thought was a
conversation of their own making was nothing more that Satan manipulating their
thoughts, and leading them into certain conversations  specifically to convince them of
the things that you are now believing.
Yes, it is a very real thing. Satan will go so far as to reveal things about others to you.
That is always designed to convince us of what we "see" going on.
I have been down this road myself. The "gifts" he gives will always vary based on our
weaknesses. For me, I was given supernatural strength, and an ability to see things.
I would describe intimate details of a girl's life to her. It was always for the purpose of
getting her into bed. I was on track to doing things described as super human.
None of it was real. Nor was it "free".
There was a price to be paid, and that price would have destroyed me if not for the
Lord.
Also, the Lord does not commission prophets as he once did. He gives the gift of
prophecy, but actual prophets are not needed as a relationship with the Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ allows any one of us to hear the voice of the Lord. In essence, there isn't
one prophet  there are many that can be called to deliver His word.
However, this is not something He gives to those that do not have a personal
relationship with the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. If a nonbeliever seems to have
something "supernatural"  it will not be from God, and it will be meant to ultimately
destroy the person that has the "gift".
No, what you are describing is very real, and very explainable.
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And it never ends well for the person that is affected if they don't find the Lord.
I am at work, so it may take me a few to get back. Depends on how much we are doing
today however (might not be a lot though).
12/24, 7:47am

Steve
j grew up goin to church n youth groups ive always been religious i got perfect
attendance in church until 6th grade
12/24, 8:29am

Richard Kenrick LS
That means you will have a solid basis for the actual relationship with the Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ then! I grew up in church as well. It was a good thing. Even
though I was actively practicing pagan and occult religions (far eastern philosophy), the
Lord made sure enough of the "book knowledge" got in there. When the time came to
lay down all of the "religion" and find the "relationship", it was easier for me to see the
things the Lord was showing me, as He made sure that I had a foundation.
That is a good thing.
12/24, 8:30am
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Steve
yea i like youth group n church
12/24, 8:31am

Richard Kenrick LS
Cool. Certainly worse was to spend your time.
Ways
12/24, 8:31am

Steve
yea
12/24, 8:32am

Richard Kenrick LS
Back in a few
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12/24, 8:32am

Steve
the day after my birthday is in the Revalations of Jesus Christ to
i found that odd
i really do believe were in revalations rite now though
12/24, 9:01am

Richard Kenrick LS
Heading that direction. We are in the first part of Matthew 24 right now, which the
beginning of the end times, and runs through the first half of the tribulation.
12/24, 9:08am

Steve
how long is the first half of tribulation
12/24, 12:02pm
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Richard Kenrick LS
42 months  then there is a short space called midtrib  then a final 42 months.
12/24, 12:02pm

Steve
oh ok
Friday
12/26, 8:19pm
Steve
hey im also wondering what could cause 3 people locally who messed with me to house
burn down, what is it in me that all this evil happens around me
ive seen non stop signs of god looking out for me
Saturday
12/27, 8:25am
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Richard Kenrick LS
Houses burn down for many reasons. A thousand people a day will see bad things
happen to people that don't like them, have issues with them, or consider them an
"enemy".
If the Lord was bringing judgment on your enemies, it would be complete.
In other words  it ain't you.
No matter how many times that voice speaking inside your head says it is.
Listen to me very carefully. The Lord does nothing halfway. When I said the Lord's
judgment would be complete  I mean complete. He has wiped entire civilizations off
the face of the earth. If He was striking down your enemies, they would all know it, as
the Lord would make sure they all made the connection.
He would do so to bring them to repentance.
To the very last they would all tremble  and fall.
What you are experiencing is Satan whispering to you when things happen to others 
with NO connection to you.
His goal is simple. First, he is exploiting a desire in you to "be somebody special". This
is the biggest weakness in many people these days. So, when something happens to
somebody else he swoops in:
"See, they should never have messed with me. They just paid for it. Others had better
watch".
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All of this happens for one reason  to bring destruction to you. I cannot emphasize this
enough. This is the same thing that happened in the Garden of Eden.
"You will be like the Most High".
All of this is designed to make you think you are God, on par with God, have access to
the powers of God, can strike others down as God.
Ultimately, you will end up thinking you are as invincible as God.
Soon after, you are dead.
Satan tried this same thing with me as well. I watched as a number of folks that had
caused me problems perished. I "connected the dots" as well. I knew I was under the
protection of the Lord.
Here is the thing. I wasn't, at least not like that. The Lord has watched out for me, as
He had a plan for me and things He appointed to me to do. But it was not this. It was
not maliciously striking others down when such a thing would not be necessary to
protect me.
That brings us to the next point.
The Lord will watch out for us, especially if He means to get our attention and bring us
to salvation. Here is the catch.
If the Lord is watching out for you, then I suggest you listen to His reasons why.
It won't be so that you can live in a life of sin. It will be because He has a plan for you
that starts with confessing your sins, and repenting of the life you have been living.
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After that, He begins to remove the junk from your life (the sin) and make you into a new
creature.
Here is the thing  this won't last forever.
The Lord will stay His hand only so long. He will extend His protection only so long. If
you ignore Him enough  He will withdraw His protection and Satan will sweep in to take
vengeance on you.
You will not survive that.
I say that as I can see where this is already heading. The seeds of "I am god" have
already been sown in your heart. You are already believing that there is something
"different", something "special" about you, that nobody else has.
There are a thousand others having the very same thoughts, for the very same reasons
 right now.
I used to be one of them.
Quit letting that voice convince you that you are different, that there is "something in
you" that causes things to happen. Satan wants you to get hooked on a power that you
do not have, so he does a sales job whenever something happens that has nothing to
do with you.
That same voice will try to convince you that I can't possibly understand, that I cannot
know what it's like.
It will replay all of the lies it has told you and declare "see, you really are special  look
at all these things that have happened!"
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All the while, it will do everything possible to keep you from realizing that bad things
happen to others, and have for thousands of years. Long before you stepped foot on
the earth people were paying the price for their decisions and for living a life of sin.
It will continue to happen after you are gone.
It is time for you to listen to what the Lord is saying to you. Stop letting yourself get
swept up in the lies that Satan is feeding you. He wants you destroyed, and he wants
this before you ever have a chance to seek the salvation of the Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. He wants this for everybody.
I know you want to be special  different. You want power. Everybody struggles with
this. We all go through this same process, deal with similar lies.
However, it was not until found the Lord that I finally knew what it meant to be special 
to gain a truly unique identity that was real.
Brother, you can actually have the something "special". It only comes form the Lord.
Turn to the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Do it today. Simply seek Him, and tell Him
that you desire to know Him. That is where it starts. Once you do that He will see to it
that you understand the next step.
I will pray for you bother.
In the name of our most blessed Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
Saturday
12/27, 3:37pm
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Steve
ive seen signs since i was 18 n no one would believe me, thats why i dont go to church
cause their to simple minded to understand something big my birthday is in revalations
and i passed all signs as a prophet except one of having 2 sons but i had a misscarrige
but i dont know why u wouldnt believe ne thing i tell u but w/e
Saturday
12/27, 7:25pm

Richard Kenrick LS
First off, it has nothing to do with not believing you. It's that you asked questions, and I
know what this actually is. I have lived it, as have many others.
Second, you did not ask these questions for understanding and help. You want people
to accept your words without question  and to actually revere you for it.
That is something I will not do.
You declare churches as simple minded because they won't compare you, and hold you
in the same class as the Lord God Himself. You are looking for recognition from those
that study the Bible, for something that is not in the Bible. You say your birthday in in
Revelation  I can pull number codes and find my birthday. Unless you are slated to be
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the Antichrist  which you are not, or one of the ten kings that will rise  there is no other
role that will be filled by any other man given in the Bible.
The two prophets are Elijah and Enoch, and you are neither one of them.
By the way, most of those simple minded churches are led by men with advanced
education, and experts in fields of the occult, false religions, demonization, possession
and religious studies. I am myself an expert on the occult, with a background on pagan
religions, prophetic studies and and advanced education in electrical engineering.
Many of those simple minded churches are scholars in ancient languages and the
history of the church.
There is no test for a prophet, as the days of prophets have passed. The Lord now
uses overcomers in that capacity, and it is neither uncommon or rare. To the contrary,
in these ends days, if a believer is not hearing from the Lord and receiving revelations, it
is a clear indication that they are missing something in their walk with Him.
The Lord NEVER bestows the gifts of the Spirit on those that do not have a relationship
with the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, as that is a clear violation of His word.
Unbelievers that manifest things ascribed to "prophets" are not getting them from the
Lord. And yes, it does happen, but it is not what is "advertised" from the voice in the
heads of the nonbelievers. It always  without exception  leads to the same place.
The destruction of the person affected.
Look, if you reach the point that you truly seek answers for the right reason I am here
for you. If it becomes clear to you that your life is spiraling out of control then I am here.
If you truly are seeking help, then there are many born again overcomers on this page
that can likewise help  all of which have the blessing and move of the Lord in their lives
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and hear from the one, true living God. The Lord will give them  and me  the guidance
to truly be a help to you.
However, you will not be blindly accepted as something you are not. As I said  I know
what this actually is, and it is not something to be praised.
It is something to be dealt with as it leads to destruction.
In the name of the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
12/27, 7:30pm

Steve
i only told u about something only the prophet jesus can do that i been doing if u dont
believe me idc u wont understand with out knowing but w/e
moving storms is only something jesus can do and i did it a few times im not fighting
with u over this
12/27, 8:23pm

Richard Kenrick LS
Get over yourself. Seriously  does anybody ever fall for your nonsense? Did you really
think you could manipulate an actual overcomer that knows the Bible, and actually has
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a relationship with the Lord? Yeah, time for you to take this elsewhere. There is no
place for what you are trying to sell here.
12/27, 9:16pm

Steve
everything i told u is the truth
if u dont want to believe me then idc thats ur loss
and im very religious dont act like cause u preach that ur better then me
12/27, 9:20pm

Richard Kenrick LS
My loss? Yeah, not so much. Better than you. No, just saved. I have a personal
relationship with the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. He guides my steps, and I hear His
voice. Let this go.
12/27, 9:20pm

Steve
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ive been saved to
ive heard gods voice
it was amazing
dont think u hear the same voice though
12/27, 9:21pm

Richard Kenrick LS
Well then, what is your testimony?
12/27, 9:22pm

Steve
he's tired of how people are now adays
he dont like what he's see's not one bit
12/27, 9:22pm

Richard Kenrick LS
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I did not ask that. What is your testimony?
12/27, 9:23pm

Steve
what do u mean
12/27, 9:24pm

Richard Kenrick LS
If you have been saved, then you will know what I am asking.
12/27, 9:24pm

Steve
no i was saved along time ago
but im not sure what u mean
12/27, 9:25pm
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Richard Kenrick LS
How where you saved? That is your testimony.
12/27, 9:25pm

Steve
i let the lord in my heart
12/27, 9:27pm

Richard Kenrick LS
Lord who? How did you let the Lord in? What happened? What were you saved from?
12/27, 9:27pm

Steve
i was saved by a Youth Group Leader that is what i know
12/27, 9:29pm
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Richard Kenrick LS
That is it, nothing more? Nothing that really jumps out at you that screams "share"?
12/27, 9:29pm

Steve
what r u talkin about
im religious and stop actin like ur better then me
its obnoxious
12/27, 9:43pm

Richard Kenrick LS
Look, you decided that you wanted this conversation. So here we are.
You have said that you are saved, you hear God's voice  and that you don't think I hear
the same voice.
You equated what you say you can do to Jesus Christ.
So, very simply and straight forward  I asked for your testimony.
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You see, when a man or woman finds the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, it changes
them. They gain a testimony. It will be unmistakable, and a lack of a testimony is the
first sign somebody has not been to the cross.
When you said "i was saved by a Youth Group Leader that is what i know", that told me
that you did not have a testimony.
When you said "and im very religious" that told me you have never met the Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ at the cross.
When I asked "Lord who", yet you did not immediately respond with the name of the
blessed Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, that told me you were deceived or a liar.
When you tried twice to change the conversation with a tactic like "dont act like cause u
preach that ur better then me" and "im religious and stop actin like ur better then me its
obnoxious"  that told me that you have nothing but the same name calling and
nonsense that the liberals and the left uses to try to elicit anger and an emotional
response. It is a tactic that Satan has perfected and uses with brutal effectiveness.
On everybody but overcomers that is. It doesn't work so well with us, and me
especially.
Long story short  you have nowhere to go with this.
12/27, 9:44pm

Steve
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i read a cops mind if u dont believe me call Scranton Police n ask them i dunno if theyll
be able to tell ya but the cop warned everyone that was their to be careful what they
think, im special and i know and its not my fault u cant look past normal society n
believe someone who has half a brain to of conjured up into someone
12/27, 9:44pm
Steve
i also have brain damage to my memory n judgement just sayin
12/27, 9:51pm
Steve
im not tryin to be a dick but god put me on the pages i needed to b in the bible to teach
me what he wanted me to understand
i wasnt posed to tell amecicans im a prophet i was posed to tell asia then jeruselum
said it would b alot harder where im at
even down to needing surgery on my hand is a sign
it was pin pointed for me when i opened the bible
lots of things were
but i really did read a cops mind as a preacher call scranton police in pa and ask if they
know about that i know they do jus dont know if they all do u know, im just being honest
with ya brother
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im not tryin to misconstue u
i do wish i could get to church though, i live a ways away from a church n cant go
i am religious and i was very very religious as a child i remember as a child i wanted to
be jesus cause my father left my mother and i jus wanted to die cause of life
do u know the 78 signs of the prophet?
cause if u name them off one by one ill tell u honestly
12/27, 9:58pm

Richard Kenrick LS
The testimony is in the heart, not the head. The Holy Spirit gives utterance when it is
required.
You can have a testimony. It is the only reason we are still talking.
So, to be completely fair with you, there is zero chance of me acknowledging that you
are in anyway what you have said. Rather, I recognize what this is, and what Satan
wants to do with you. He will destroy you if given the chance.
So, if your only reason for being here is try and convince me that you are different than
everybody else that has been down this road  don't. I already know where this goes.
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Rest assured, I will not be suddenly declaring you a prophet to anybody on my page  or
anywhere else. All you are going to do is bang your head against the wall trying. I
certainly won't be putting the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ on a shelf to follow you.
So, whatever compulsion you are feeling to try and sell me  you are wasting your time.
However, you are welcome to stick around if you have genuine questions for me. I say
that as I am pretty well set in my relationship with the Lord. He does pretty good
guiding me without needing a middleman.
12/27, 10:00pm

Steve
w.e somehow ur better then me n dont believe what im telling u no big deal i know if i
was u i prolly wouldnt believe me either
but smart guys whats the 78 signs of the prophet
since u dont know dont judge me
bye
12/27, 10:06pm
Steve
u dont know the signs so how are u supposed to know id think u would know
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i passed them all sept a second son of 78 signs i had a miscarrige though was prolly
posed to b him sux
Today
10:20am

Richard Kenrick LS
You do understand that if you call yourself a prophet, that no one will ever be able to
confirm what you say if they don't judge you words?
By the way, the Bible lays out at least 16 signs of a prophet  not 8.
The number of sons is not one of them.
You have violated several of them in this conversation.
So, that tells me you have some nonsense in your head about what a prophet is. By the
way, if your signs don't match the Bible, then they simply don't matter.
Since you are so bent on getting Christians to declare you a prophet, then you are
clearly trying to play in our wheelhouse. So, instead of you trying to to "set a trap" and
open a door that you think you will be able to walk through I will straight call you out.
Scriptures  I want scriptures. Which ones, and what they say. If you feel that you have
to convince me, then you clearly know all things are connected to the Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ.
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So, you will be able to give ALL 16+ scriptures (there are more than 16, but they all
point to the same 16 signs) that declare the proof of a prophet, and you will be able to
show which of those proof's you have already broken.
By the way  you have a snowball's chance in hell of actually "converting" me. At this
point I simply find this amusing. So, I will play with you until I get bored with this, or
have to turn back to my work. After that I will simply toss you if you are still trying to
"win me over".
By the way, the man that is has the truth is never desperate. They simply speak the
truth then move on if it is not believed.
The desperation that you are showing in an irrefutable proof that you do not have the
truth. If you were a prophet of God you would not so desperately require the
acceptance and approval of men.
Only false doctrine and false messiahs have to work so hard to "sell" what they have.
The sales job is the only way false doctrines exist and false messiahs survive.
Truth requires nothing.
Lies require everything, as a lie has nothing of it's own.
That is why you still can't let this go. If you do, then you are faced  yet again  with the
bitter pill that you are not what you want others to believe you are. In fact, the deceptive
way you tried to start this conversation is yet another proof.
The fact that you had to hide behind a "cry for help" shows that what you are selling is a
lie. The truth NEVER disguises itself. It does not have too.
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By the way, if you were a prophet you would NEVER have to tell anybody. It would be
obvious in your actions. You would simply go about the business of the Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ, and your actions would speak for you.
You keep saying "78 signs".
Which is it? 7 or 8? Seems like a pretty big piece of your puzzle not to know how many
you have "passed". Exactly who declared that you passed anything?
I will save you the effort of actually trying to declare that this was some "secret" testing
or other such nonsense.
We knew that the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ was coming. Yet, I nor anybody else
has ever heard of you. The Bible does not predict any more prophets to come again,
except the two witnesses. Well, you aren't supervising the building of the Third Temple
so scratch them off the list.
By the way, we know the witnesses are coming also, and we know when.
That means strike two.
No, I am not taking you seriously. As I said, this will last until I get tired of you. Then I
will simply toss you if you are still trying to sell this garbage.

Steve
ive moved clouds n i swear i have and u dont even know the signs of a real prophet
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so f*** u

(He actually used the word)


learn the bible before u say sh** like that
what r the signs of the prophet huh?\
if u dont know the signs when the prophet comes then dont u discriminate me at least i
know the signs fake preacher that dont even know the signs

Richard Kenrick LS
Does that actually work? Do you ever get anybody to bite like that?
You know, that is quite a mouth for a prophet.
2:46pm

Steve Peet
yea cause u think u can distinguish the real prophet when u dont even know the signs of
him
bye
2:52pm
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Richard Kenrick LS
You keep saying bye, but you come back.
Deuteronomy 18:2122, "And if thou say in thine heart, How shall we know the word
which the LORD hath not spoken? When a prophet speaketh in the name of the LORD,
if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which the LORD hath not
spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously: thou shalt not be afraid of him."
Numbers 24:4 "He hath said, which heard the words of God, which saw the vision of the
Almighty, falling into a trance, but having his eyes open:"
Numbers 24:16, "He hath said, which heard the words of God, and knew the knowledge
of the most High, which saw the vision of the Almighty, falling into a trance, but having
his eyes open:"
Daniel 10:17, "For how can the servant of this my lord talk with this my lord? for as for
me, straightway there remained no strength in me, neither is there breath left in me."
Daniel 10:18, "Then there came again and touched me one like the appearance of a
man, and he strengthened me,"
Jeremiah 28:9, "The prophet which prophesieth of peace, when the word of the prophet
shall come to pass, then shall the prophet be known, that the LORD hath truly sent
him."
2 Peter 1:20, "Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private
interpretation."
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2 Peter 1:21, "For the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of
God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost."
1 Corinthians 14:34, "But he that prophesieth speaketh unto men to edification, and
exhortation, and comfort. He that speaketh in an unknown tongue edifieth himself; but
he that prophesieth edifieth the church."
Isaiah 8:20, "To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it
is because there is no light in them."
1 John 4:13, "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of
God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world. Hereby know ye the
Spirit of God: Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of
God: And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of
God: and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and
even now already is it in the world."
Matthew 7:1520, "Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but
inwardly they are ravening wolves. Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather
grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit;
but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither
can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is
hewn down, and cast into the fire. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them."
Acts 2:1718, "And it shall come to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out of my
Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young
men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams: And on my servants and
on my handmaidens I will pour out in those days of my Spirit; and they shall prophesy:"
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Matthew 24:2425, "For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall
shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the
very elect. Behold, I have told you before."
2:53pm

Steve
i said u dont know the signs of the right one
that is all
2:57pm

Richard Kenrick LS
You might want to read the last one  it speaks directly to your claims of miracles.
As I said, I am saving this entire conversation, so I added the scripture.
No, that is not all. I am calling you out. If what you have is not found in the scriptures,
than it is not real. Everything that the Lord requires of the prophetic calling is found in
the above scriptures.
Did you really think I wouldn't know? As I said, the only reason I have humored you this
long as that you have provided the perfect textbook example of a false prophet.
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Scriptures does not lie, and now everybody will see you for what you are.
That would be the ACTUAL God, and His only Begotten Son Jesus Christ. . .
3:01pm
Richard Kenrick LS
Time for you to PROVE your claims.
I want a prediction, with a future date and time, of something that will make national
news. If you are right in what you say you can do, you will be able to move the Lord to
do as you require.
I want SPECIFICS. Not a nonsense vague prediction that a three year old can make.
Put up or shut up.
Shouldn't be that hard. If you are who you say you are, then you can rattle off anything
right now, and the Lord will hear your words and grant your request.
Anything. Hurricane to hit in three days.
Mount St. Helens to blow tomorrow.
Anything that is not already happening now.
Hey, why haven't you used your prophetic gift to stop ISIS is Iraq and Syria? Prove who
you are and save thousands.
3:11pm
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Richard Kenrick LS
What  all of a sudden you are at a loss for words?
You were just here 8 minutes ago. I saw you on as I was hitting enter on messenger.
Now you run?
What's wrong? Let me guess  you actually thought you had me on the prophets?
Thought I was afraid to answer, or could not?
Never saw an entire block of scripture coming, did you?
Yeah, it's all in there.
I will be waiting to hear what you will bring. I am interested to see what you choose.
I would like to request that you intervene in the Middle East personally. Do the world a
favor and put a stop to all of the nonsense going on there. You said earlier that you
were supposed to reveal yourself to them anyways, so now would be a good time
before any more innocents die.
3:16pm


Richard Kenrick LS
What's taking so long? I see you are on here.
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Let's have it  what miracle will you be performing for us?
I like this particular warning on prophets:
Matthew 7:1520, "Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but
inwardly they are ravening wolves. Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather
grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit;
but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither
can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is
hewn down, and cast into the fire. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them."
Judging from your language, the way you conduct yourself, and the things you seem to
find acceptable  this one probably stings a bit.
So, I decided to take a quick stroll to your wall, and see how you present yourself.
Did not take long to find stellar examples of the behavior of a prophet of the Lord.
So, I decided I will add them to the conversation that I am saving for the post.
Bravo on the following  I had these in less than one minute:
Steve
December 26 at 9:35pm ∙
someone told my friend not to talk to me, u wanna judge someone onto someone else u
can come talk ur sh*t to me not my friend u f***in p***y
Steve
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December 26 at 8:37pm ∙
my girlfriend p***ed me off so i p***ed on her floor and tryed lighting her house on fire in
front of her, am i retarded really?
Steve
July 2 ∙
im 29 years old i dont need no f****n babysitter c**t
3:27pm

Richard Kenrick LS
How about these two:
Isaiah 8:20, "To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it
is because there is no light in them."
1 John 4:13, "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of
God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world. Hereby know ye the
Spirit of God:
Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God:
And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God:
and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even
now already is it in the world."
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Come to think of it, I never did hear you confess Jesus Christ as your personal
Lord and Savior. Must have missed that. . .
Would you like to add that in now?
That last part of 1 John might be a little uncomfortable:
"And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God:
and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even
now already is it in the world."
Might wanna catch that whole "spirit of Antichrist" part.
3:37pm

Richard Kenrick LS
I see you are still there, so I know you are seeing this.
Just one prediction to prove who you are. That should be no problem for you. The Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ had no problems doing miracles, in fact  he did so many that
he even had to rebuke those that wanted signs above and beyond what he already did.
Not the case here. Just want one, undeniable sign, miracle, etc.
Oh well, guess you can't perform what you say you can perform. Perhaps, you are
wanting to wait until something already happens, then claim credit for it.
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OK  I'll let you off the hook now. It's clear you are nothing but talk. So, best of luck to
you.
If you ever decide to prove your power, just message me with the prediction  before it
ever manifests or becomes possible.
That way, there will be no mistaking that it s from you.
Until then, I am afraid I will have to go with "fraud".
Best of luck to you.
You are going to need it.
Today
8:26pm

Steve
u dont have to believe me i read the signs n u dont even know the signs but somehow
now everything else bye
8:35pm
Steve
ur not aloud to ask the prophet for proof thats in the bible too..
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call scranton hospital n ask them when i told them i was the prophet when storm sandy
was off shore of NYC n they sent me away what happened to that storm it hit my town
with a dot and then went north again, thats what i meant it to do if they didnt listen to me
it was posed to go north until they didnt listen to me
ive proved it to my self
many times
8:42pm

Richard Kenrick LS
Hey, there you are!
There you go with the "signs" again. Yeah, I call BS.
Yup  BS. Here is why. I have tried to let you off the hook with this, but no matter. You
keep trying to press this, as you think you can actually manipulate the conversation.
Here is the thing  either you have pulled something from a false religion and you want
to equate it to Christ  which would be an outright lie.
Or. . .
You have pulled something out of thin air to justify your delusions to yourself and you
want them accepted  which is also a lie.
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Either way, we end up at the same place  you are an outright liar.
Like I said, I tried to cut you some slack. But, you really thought you had something.
Do you know how many folks actually try this tactic?
I told you earlier I wanted the scriptures you were using to justify your claims. You were
silent. I told you earlier that I wanted to know who declared that you passed "the test".
You were silent.
So  I call BS. You do not fit the BIBLICAL standards of a prophet. You do not have "7
or 8 signs of a prophet" from the Bible.
In fact, you do not qualify as a prophet in any of the established religions (yes, the false
ones).
By the way, i don't suppose you can provide the scripture that says that a prophet
cannot be questioned, or asked for proof?
Until you do  with full context  I DEMAND that you PROVE who you say you are.
8:43pm

Steve
ive read it i promice
didnt write it down
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ive read a bunch of things i opened up to but didnt write down
read the proverbs of psalms
ull find the signs i promice
ull finfd it
n wen u do ask me each sign
ill tell u how it passes
8:49pm

Richard Kenrick LS
Not good enough. If you are a prophet, then you are a lousy one.
(No, I am not saying there is even a possibility that you are a prophet  I was being
sarcastic).
The "proverbs of psalms"
Have you even picked up a Bible?
Back on point, Sparky.
I don't give a rats tail about any promises from you. Put up or shut up. Let's see those
"7 or 8 signs of the prophet" you keep leaning on.
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Bet they ain't in the Bile. Maybe the Quran perhaps?
I can certainly show you where you DO NOT qualify as a BIBLICAL PROPHET.
It ain't my job to do the work for you. Either you are a prophet and can show yourself
approved  or you are a liar.
So, time to produce what you say you have.
If YOU can't produce these things, then you are a liar.
8:50pm

Steve
if u dont know the signs dont tell me what u know and if ive proved it to my self several
times i dont need to prove it to u
i know what ive done
and i dont care if one person dont believe me

Richard Kendrick

Yes, you do.
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You came here wanting me to proclaim you as a prophet. Well, you had better be able
to back that up. You don't have "7 or 8 signs" that prove you a Biblical prophet. I have
multiple scriptures to prove you are not.
You can keep trying that tired "if you don't know the signs" all you want  you are an
outright liar.
There are NO signs ANYWHERE that prove you to be ANY kind of prophet.
_____________________________________________________________________
This was the end of the conversation. Steve blocked me after this.
While this is humorous at times, it serves a necessary function. It shows the play on
emotionalism and distraction that Satan uses to "sell" his goods.
If the tactics here seemed somehow familiar, that's because they are. If you spend
anytime debating those on the left, or perhaps those of the Islamic persuasion you have
seen these used. These types of debates require a great deal of concentration, and the
help of the Holy Spirit. You have to dissect each claim and statement to see what is
hiding under the surface.
In the name of our most blessed Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
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Every effort has been made to document each source that was reviewed,
consulted and quoted in the production of Tribulation Rising. However, the
research for this project extends back for more than 20 years.
It is simply not possible to document every source that contributed to this
material.
The bibliographical information presented here represents our best effort to
compile as many of the sources as possible. This was an effort that began in
earnest once the direction for this project was made known by the Lord.
There are more contributors represented in this material than we have the ability
to thank individually. To that end, I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to
all of the faithful scholars that have heard the voice of the Lord, and completed
the task He placed before them.
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